~ THE DAY ~
Wales

Monks often brew beer or spirits in their abbeys. They
rarely drink tea. Maybe they should. This abbey was
destroyed by order of the king.

T

Translate in French here :

He was an engineer and he died in a flying accident.
He and his very famous associate created a car for
people who drink tea.

E

10,000 French soldiers died in this battle, killed by the
English arrows, long before the virtues of drinking tea
were discovered in France.

A

The word you are looking for will always contain the letter marked in the box on the right

Find a town which was named after a river and where
beer (Sadly, not tea) was brewed for the king.

D

Drinking tea is perfectly safe. You won’t see double or
lose your balance. So don’t panic if you see a castle
with a leaning tower.

A

Find a teashop where a cat invites you to have a drink.
Write the name of the town where this teashop is.

Y

~ THE DAY ~

England
Find a place with big greenhouses dedicated to the
growing tropical plants and write the name of the
nearest town.

T

Translate in French here :

To drink tea you need a table. In Cornwall, King Arthur
is famous because of his “Round table”. You must find
where his castle was.

E

To drink tea you need tea cups. Write the name of the
product used to make them. To find it you will have to
look for mountains which are not really mountains.

A

The word you are looking for will always contain the letter marked in the box on the right

Find a place where the cups are too big to drink tea out
of them. It’s a very desolate place and the cups are cut
in stones.

D

If you decide to use stones cups, then you must also
have a stone table. Find one which is big enough for a
man and his horse to stand under it.

A

To make tea you need water, a lot of water. Find a
town with two rivers which can give so much water than
in 1952 it was completely devastated.

Y

~ THE DAY ~
Scotland

The Romans had no tea to make them warm and strong.
This is probably the reason why they built a wall for their
protection. Who did they want to be protected from ?

T

Translate in French here :

Remember Robinson Crusoe. He spent 4 years on a
desert island and not even a cup a tea. But what was
his real name ?

E

Of course, tea doesn’t grow in Scotland. It has to be
carried by train over sea and land. Find a railway
bridge over the sea. Who built it ?

A

The word you are looking for will always contain the letter marked in the box on the right

To make tea you need water, fresh water and nothing
is better than the water from a well. Find a well which is
in the middle of a battlefield. What battle was it ?

D

If you want to have tea, you must first buy some. Find
a 500 year old place under a castle which was
dedicated to commerce.

A

You can drink tea at home or in a pub. Find the famous
pub where a man was an honest doctor during the day
and a criminal at night. Who is this doctor ?

Y

